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Abstract
Recent studies have indicated that mobile markets harbor
applications (apps) that are either malicious or vulnerable,
compromising millions of devices. Some studies indicate
that 96% of companies’ employees have used at least one
malicious app. Some app stores do not employ security
quality attributes regarding authorization, which is the
function of specifying access rights to access control
resources. However, well-defined access control policies can
prevent mobile apps from being malicious. The problem is
that those who oversee app market sites lack the mechanisms
necessary to assess mobile app security. Because thousands
of apps are constantly being added to or updated on mobile
app market sites, these security testing mechanisms must be
automated. This paper, therefore, introduces a new
mechanism for testing mobile app security, using white-box
testing in a way that is compatible with Bring Your Own
Device (BYOD) working environments. This framework
will benefit end-users, organizations that oversee app
markets, and employers who implement the BYOD trend.
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1. Introduction
The mobile applications (apps) marketplace is
creating a paradigm shift in how software is delivered
to end-users and enterprises. At the same time, the
term Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) has become a
widely-used technological trend, with more
organizations allowing employees to use their
personal mobile devices for work-related tasks. The
mobile apps marketplace has many benefits, including
the ability to quickly and effectively acquire, deliver,
maintain, and improve software. However, the growth
of this marketplace has increased security threats,
which target the platforms that use mobile apps. These
threats have, for instance, been seen in the Android
apps marketplace, in which many apps have been
infected by malware and spyware [1]. The Open Web
Application Security Project (OWASP)—a nonprofit
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foundation that works to improve software security
[2]—has published the OWASP Top 10, which is a
standard awareness document for developers and web
app security specialists, providing a broad consensus
about the most critical security risks to web apps [3].
The first attack listed on the OWASP Top 10 is the
accessing and publication of user information without
user consent [2]. This attack occurs at the level of
platform security controls in mobile devices’
operating systems. However, some such risks can be
prevented by ensuring good access control strategies.
When a developer attempts to upload an app into an
app store, the best practice is to check the app’s access
control policies and permissions. This step will ensure
that apps meet the requirements for using permissions
legally and properly.
This paper focuses on the Android platform
because of its popularity, its status as an open-source
platform, and, in general, the vulnerability of the app
market. Access-control-related risks in mobile apps,
which are also the focus of this research, may be
identified as in Fig. 1. The types of informal access
described in Fig. 1 must be prevented, and this
research proposes a framework for detecting them.
This framework will quickly, accurately, and
automatically detect security vulnerabilities.
Security testing is a difficult task, especially as
methods for exploiting apps are being continuously
improved, and software and tools, requiring little
effort and experience, have been developed to stage
app attacks. Unlike functional testing, which tests the
software itself to ensure that it meets specifications
and works without errors, security testing is a form of
negative testing; it ensures that the software can
handle unexpected user behavior or invalid inputs.
These invalid inputs or unexpected user permissions
or behaviors will be fed into the framework developed
in this research to reveal possible security
vulnerabilities. Then, through negative testing, the
framework will compare these vulnerability results
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with those obtained from the app’s required
permissions and expected user behaviors.

Does an app have
permisstion from
the end user?

No

Yes

data, which can be stored in a file system on the web,
in a database, or in any other storage location
accessible to the app. Three of the four components
(activities, services, and broadcast receivers) are
activated by asynchronous intent messages. These
intent messages bind individual components to each
other at runtime, defining the actions to be performed
for the activities and services and defining the
announcement being broadcast. Activities and
services for an app have lifecycles, as shown in Fig. 2
and described in [6], [7]. This diagram explains an
app’s status and functionality for detecting and
preventing unusual behavior—a process that requires
monitoring each app’s files and formal permissions.

Does the app use
that permission in
an informal way?

No

Yes

Fig 1: Risks regarding app permissions that must be addressed

2. Mobile Apps
A mobile app may be defined in many ways, but,
simply, it is a software application or program
designed to run on a mobile device (a smartphone or
tablet), benefiting from its features and hardware
components. There are three types of mobile apps:
native, web, and hybrid [4], [5]. A native mobile app
is developed exclusively for a single mobile operating
system; that is, it is “native” to that specific platform
or device. A web app functions as a website; it uses a
web browser to run and is usually programmed via
HTML, JavaScript, or CSS. A hybrid mobile app is a
web app packed into a native app container, which
combines the previously mentioned types.
According to the Android developer guidelines,
each app has four main components: activities,
services, broadcast receivers, and content providers
[6]. Knowing the functions of each is important for
understanding who can detect and prevent unusual
behavior in an app. An activity is the entry point,
represented by a single user-interface screen and
consisting of several layouts. The service provides an
entry point for keeping an app running in the
background, performing long-running operations
or processes. A broadcast receiver enables events
outside of the regular user flow to be delivered to the
app, which allows it to respond to the system broadcast
or announcements messages, even if it is not currently
running. The content provider manages shared app

Fig 2: Application activity and service lifecycle in Android form [7]

3. Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
There are various ways to achieve digital
transformation, and one of the most suitable is the
BYOD approach, which requires employees to use
their personal devices (smartphones, tablets, USB
drives, or computers) to connect to their organization’s
network and systems [8]. The BYOD concept was
popularized after Cisco adopted it in 2009 [9], and its
appeal has also been fueled by information technology
(IT) consumerism. Employers largely permit
employees to use their own mobile devices due to the
advanced features devices for personal use often
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possess. BYOD also has various advantages, such as
reducing costs, boosting user productivity, and
generating savings in procurement, software,
hardware, service agreements, insurance, and
licensing [10]. BYOD further enhances employee
mobility, productivity, satisfaction, and flexibility.
When implementing BYOD, several points must
be considered. First, BYOD boosts efficiency, as
every employee is an expert at using his or her device,
which minimizes the need for training [11]. Second,
BYOD also helps companies provide services at
minimum costs, even in rural areas. Third, employees
who use their own devices are quite diligent in doing
so [12], and, finally, information sharing and
communication are instantaneous and can be
accomplished from anywhere, even without local area
network (LAN) or Wi-Fi availability [13]. However,
for all its merits, increased BYOD implementation
also increases the presence of users’ extraorganizational apps, which, by being active on the
users’ personal devices, could affect companies’
networks and infrastructures.

4 Related Work
The current authors’ work related to this subject
covers three categories: sandboxing, access control
policies, and analysis of software behavior.
Sandboxing is the security mechanism used to separate
running programs, reducing system failures or
preventing the spread of software vulnerabilities;
sandboxing is used to execute untested or untrusted
programs or codes from different sources, without
risking the overall operating system or host machine
[14], [15]. Android enforces app security by forcing
each app to be executed in a secure Android sandbox.
This sandbox is assigned a unique user identification
(UID) for each Android app, and each sandbox runs its
assigned app via its own process. In the device
memory, each instance of one app is isolated from
instances all other apps. To implement these
sandboxes, Android uses various safeguards, which
have been implemented and revised over time. The
original UID-based discretionary access control
(DAC) sandbox has been greatly expanded by these
enforcements [16].
Access control is a set of rules that define which
users have access to which services and what kinds of
access restrictions are in place. When many operating
systems, database management systems (DBMS), or
network control systems use various access
mechanisms, a user’s ability to access systemprotected resources may be improved. “Security aware
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applications” and “security ignorant applications” may
be differentiated in any information system. Thus,
finalized apps rely on control facilities given by an
operating system, a DBMS, and some middleware. For
example, the main access control issue is observed
when suitable access control to data is applied in any
information system. Reports are made frequently
about poor access control management practices,
which result in security and privacy violations [17].
Several studies have researched methods of
detecting malicious software behaviors. Wang et al.
[18] present a virus detection method focused on
examining unusual behaviors revealed by application
programming interface (API) sequences in Windows
environments. This approach applies the Bayes
algorithm to identify suspicious behaviors and detect
viruses. Additionally, Beaucamps et al. [19] present a
method for detecting malware that involves
abstracting software behaviors. This technique
abstracts software traces by rewriting original
knowledge into abstract symbols that reflect their
features. Suspicious, malicious behaviors are then
detected by comparing trace abstractions. In terms of
testing mobile apps, several studies have aimed to
ensure mobile app quality via various techniques,
including regression testing [20]; Mobile Application
Testing (MAT), which involves functional,
performance, and compatibility testing [21]; and the
testing model published in [22]. An automated testing
tool has also been designed to detect errors in Android
apps on the cloud [7].
In summary, to the best of the current authors’
knowledge, no previously published research
compares app permissions, distinguishing between
formal and informal access to specific app resources.
However, this information is important for deciding
whether an app is trusted or untrusted; untrusted apps
should be excluded from mobile app markets.

5. Proposed Architecture
This section proposes a software architecture
design for testing the authorizations of mobile apps—
particularly Android apps (Fig. 3). This framework
takes an Android Application Package (APK) file as
input. Android apps are distributed and installed via
APKs, which are Java bytecode packets. If the source
code is not readily accessible, one of the available
tools, such as Dedexer, is used to reverse engineer the
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Fig. 3: Our Proposed Architecture

APK file. Then, a Call Graph Model and an
Architectural Model are built via the MoDisco method.
These two models serve as the foundation for this
research. The first error (the use of informal
permissions) can be found via the Architectural Model,
which represents an app’s design and user interface
configuration, made up of metadata for Android apps.
The second error (the informal use of formal
permissions) can be found via the Call Graph Model,
which describes all possible method invocation
sequences (execution traces) in an app.
As its name suggests, the Test Case and Data
Generator generates test cases and data by combining
the Architectural and Call Graph Models with all
authorization activities stored in a database. A test case
prototype is a skeleton Java file containing all the test
case’s common static elements. JUnit methods—for
example, setUp() and tearDown()—are used as part of
the template.
Testing will take place in four Android virtual
machines (VMs) to increase the testing speed. All
results will be collected from the VMs in an output
repository. Finally, the analyzer model will determine
whether the results are compatible with the required
permissions and whether there are any bad behaviors
in the Architectural and Call Graph Models.

5. Conclusion
Some app stores do not employ security quality
attributes regarding authorization, which is the
function of specifying access rights to access

control resources. However, well-defined access
control policies can prevent mobile apps from being
malicious. This paper has introduced a new framework
for determining app security detecting access controlrelated risks, which will benefit end-users,
organizations overseeing app markets, and employers
who implement the BYOD trend.
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